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Executive Summary
Demographic:
The demographic of eSports has important implications on advertising.  Understanding the 
complex and novel audience is a important to excellent marketing.  XP Interactive should create 
branding that targets the 18-30 year old male, who is adept at social media and accustomed to 
non-traditional media.  In addition social media and grassroots techniques should be used for 
marketing, as opposed to traditional commercial advertisements.  

Advertising:
Many companies are partnering with the eSports teams and events now, however many more 
have yet to enter.  The companies currently in the market are connected to gaming or are 
targeting the young male persona of gamers.  Energy drink companies and gaming periferals are 
the dominant partners now.  From what we have seen, the majority of comapnies are partnering 
with teams, but not sponsoring their activities in a serious way.  Finding new companies who 
want to target the eSports demographic is important.  Social media has been a huge catalyst for 
the growth of eSports. Competitive gaming is now more accessible than ever before. With the 
rise of Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram, gamers can now dive into the world of eSports and find 
live updates from their favorite gamers, teams, and tournaments.  Properly channeling this is the 
key.

Marketing Suggestions:
Due to the emerging nature of the eSports market, there is an opportunity to be trend setters 
in eSports.  There is little data about what advertising in eSports looks like currently, but from 
anecdotal observations we have compiled a few possible suggestions to look into.

Hashtag campaigns are an excellent way of engaging the community without appearing pushy.  
Hashtag campaigns often support eSports as an activity, and don’t appear hostile.  This is 
good for the eSports demographic, and increases the likelihood that they will view companies 
involved in the campaign in a positive light.

Turning partners into sponsors is impotant to the growth of teams and eSports as a whole.  Now 
is the key time to introduce sponsorship as an option, since Red Bull recently sponosred OpTic. 

Placing ads in a way that avoids ad block is also important in a world. The use of ad block is 
increasing drastically year after year for the 18-30 year old demographic.  Finding ways around 
this is important because it makes eSports attractive for potential advertisers.
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Context Scenario

360NoScop3 Branding:

The team 360NoScop3 is looking for branding for their channels and clothing.  None of them 
have experience in design, so they look around on the internet and find XP Interactive’s website.  
360NoScop3 browses around XP Interactive’s website, and decides that XP Inertactive is within 
a price range that they can afford.  When contacting XP Interactive, the team leader asks about 
branding and the possibility of finding partnerships for the team.  XP Interactive sends them 
a quote for their branding packages and whether or not there are companies that are looking 
for more teams to partner with.  XP then connects the team with partnerships and assists the 
team in finding a brand that company partners would be happy with, allowing for the team to 
compete in local tournaments.  Once 360NoScop3 has achieved success and have been approved 
by partners, they could create and sell merchandise based off of the team brand, from which XP 
Interactive could acquire a percentage of the royalties.
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Henry is a 22 year old male, who is a senior in 
college.  He is majoring in computer science, and 
has been playing Call of Duty for 5 years. Henry 
started playing games competitively on Game 
Battles 3 years ago.  He has been watching eSports 
for two years.  

He loves watching eSports streams on both Twitch 
and Youtube, and uses AdBlocker because the ads 
are repetitive and annoying.  He likes to feel like 
he is part of eSports, not just a consumer.

 

Personas

Alyssa is a 28 year old female who works in 
real estate.  She has always enjoyed playing 
video games.  
 
She started out play World of Warcraft 
casually, but discovered League of Legends 
a few years ago and has since invested a 
tremendous amount of time playing it.  She 
enjoys both playing the game competitively 
and streaming it.  She attends League of 
Legends events to watch, and sometimes 
compete on a semi-professional level.
 
Alyssa often finds herself in the minority, 
as a female gamer.  But the fact that she is a 
minority doesn’t stop her from pursuing and 
loving her chosen hobby.

As a fan of eSports, Henry is far more worried about the game than about the 
advertising surrounding it.  His personal experience with gaming makes him an 
active participant in the community, and so he isn’t moved by advertising that 
doesn’t feel relevant.

Henry:

Alyssa:
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Rockstar Energy Drink:

Rockstar was created in 2001 
by Russell Weiner.  Rockstar 
is privately owned, and still 
relatively new.  Rockstar uses 
new media like the Twitter 
to engage their customers, 
and is always looking to 
push into new frontiers of 
advertisement.  
They do not rely upon older mediums like national television, but instead prefer 
to reach their audience via the web and entertainment sponsorships.  Rockstars 
marketing strategy is unique.  Although they are 3rd in their market, behind Red 
Bull and Monster, they have a loyal customer base.  They perceive themselves as 
resonating with their customers as the drink that is sexy, high energy, and lets the 
drinker become the celebrity they idolize.  Their consistent brand communicates 
the promise of the fast pace life, which is desired by teens, college kids, and young 
adults.  Their sponsorships are built around this branding, to reach the teen-young 
adult demographic.

360NoScop3:

360NoScop3 is an emerging Call of 
Duty eSports team.  They have been 
playing together since Black Ops, 
and are finally ready to go MLG.  
They have had moderate success at 
local tournaments, and some of the 
regional events they have attended.  
They have a Youtube channel and a 
Twitch channel, both of which they 
use consistently, and have a few 
thousands subscribers on each.  

They are looking to monetize their channels and start streaming and competing 
more seriously. They are gamers, not designers.  The members of the team range 
from 19 to 23 in age.  They have picked up a couple partnerships like Gamma labs 
and Scuf, and really want to define their brand as a team, in order to enable bigger 
sponsorships in the future.
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Demographic
Age: 
 
eSports markets itself to viewers 18-34 years old.  The way millenials view marketing is 
shifting.  Far more people use Netflix in this generation, than people laying out the money for 
cable.  The eSports demographic consumes content differently.  
 
Groundswell is changing how we consume media.  Charlene Li used this term in her book, 
Groundswell, describing the movement of social technology.  No longer is it enough to simply 
market to an audience generally.  Companies must “energize and listen” to their customers. 
Corporations don’t control their image to this demographic from the top down. The rise of 
Indiegogo and Kickstarter indicate a shift in marketing to encourage active participation in 
creation. The eSports viewers do this through social media engagement, like Twitter and 
YouTube, as well as directly supporting their teams through donations.  The changes in the 
market make advertising difficult to figure out since a traditional advertising model does not 
reach the persona of the gamer.

Ninety percent of video game content viewers are between the age of 18 and 24. For eSports 
60% of the demographic is 18-34.  There is a difference between eSports segement, and the 
more general video game content market.  eSport’s draws a more diverse audience than other 
forums for games.
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Some reports say women only make up 15% of the demographic, others are reporting as much 
as 25%.  Advertising in eSports should be more balanced in regards to gender.  On many streams 
the streamers referred to their audience as guys, boys, or fellas.  This is a mistake for the gamers 
and advertisers alike, as they could potentially be alienating a portion of the audience.

Gender:

The majority of the demographic is male, but the actual numbers are different from the more 
general video gamer demographic.  60-85% of the demographic is male in eSports viewers, 
which is actually below the average viewership for video games as a whole. Roughly 90% of 
overall views on video game content online are male, for some channels it is as high as 98%.  This 
isn’t to say that the majority of viewers aren’t male, they clearly are.  The point is rather that the 
demographic of eSports viewership and online video are different.  It is possible that, with proper 
targeting, the female demographic fo eSports could increase.

21% of casual 
viewers were 
women, and 
12% of enthusi-
asts are women
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Advertising

What is happening now:

Video advertising in eSports streaming is suffering.  Many streamers have stopped showing 
advertisements, even smaller streamers like Hutch are getting by without them.  Donations are 
providing streamers sufficient revenue on Twitch, and AdBlock is used widely on both Twitch 
and YouTube.  Adblock use reached 35% on Firefox in 2013. Streamers don’t benefit from 
showing video advertisements.  Having watched Nadeshot, Day9, Syndicate, and Hutch for 
several hours each, the anecdotal evidence shows a decline in ads being shown.  Most major 
channels like Day9 or OpTic’s streamers are moving towards tip jars.  This is anecdotal since we 
don’t have access to Twitch’s data about ads actually being shown.

Right now companies are utilizing partnerships and social media to reach the viewer.  The 
majority of the advertisements in eSports now are partnership.  A partnership is where the 
company and team have an financial agreement, but the company doesn’t bare the financial 
responsibility of the team.  Sponsorships on the other hand involve the company offering the 
majority of the monetary backing for a team to compete.  This is rare in eSporst now, but Red 
Bull did sponsor OpTic, and during the COD championships OpTic was wearing all kinds of 
Red Bull swag.  

Their sponsorship combined with a Red Bull Twitter account that specifically targets 
eSports allows Red Bull to advertise without ever actually showing a video or even a banner 
advertisement.  This is smart, since it isn’t possible to ad block sponsorships on streams, because 
they are part of the stream itself.

OpTic Nadeshot 2015
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Social Media:

Twitter is by far the most popular social media platform for eSports. Some accounts such as 
OpTic Gaming have over 895,000 followers. The reason for this is shorter, concise messages are 
easier to break down and players are more likely to be heard. Twitter also allows for tagging, 
hashtags, and quick live updates as tournaments are taking place.

Top eSports Accounts:
@OpTic_NaDeSHoT 1.1M
@MLG- 927k
@OpTicGaming- 895k 
@FaZeClan- 676k
@FaZeApex - 503k
@TeamEnVyUs - 239k
@redbullESPORTS- 151K

The use of the hashtags in Esports: 
Hashtag campaigns are a key part of Call of Duty eSports 
branding.  Teams promote themselves at events using various 
hashtags like #GreenWall for OpTic or #Fazeup for FaZe-
Clan.  The graphic shows the intersection of the various MLG 
hashtags.

https://ritetag.com/best-hashtags-for/esports
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Partnerships on Twitter:
Twitter headers are heavy in partnership content.  Below are several examples of the way 
companies are representing themselves on eSports accounts now.
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Partnerships:
We compiled a brief list of some of the biggest advertisers in eSports now.  The majority of 
the advertisers are either gaming related, or targeting the demographic of gamers.  That said, 
there are many companies who who also benefit from advertising in eSports who are not listed 
here.  As a market, eSports has potential for growth far beyond these companies, especially in 
escalating from partnership to sponsorship.  All descriptions are from the company websites.

Logitech:
Logitech is a Swiss global provider of personal computer and tablets accessories. The company 
develops and markets products like peripheral devices for PCs, including keyboards, mice, 
trackballs, microphones, game controllers and webcams. Logitech also makes home and 
computer speakers, headphones, wireless audio devices, as well as audio devices for MP3 players 
and mobile phones. More recently, the company has begun making keyboards and covers for 
tablets.

ZAM:
ZAM has become the unmatched hub for the world’s most popular multiplayer games. Thier 
wide network of sites – such as Wowhead, Lolking, Hearthhead and DestinyDB – have cemented 
themselves as the ultimate source for their respective games. 

BenQ:
BenQ is committed to empower people today to live better, increase efficiency, feel healthier and 
enhance learning through people-driven, innovation-fueled products, services and solutions. 

HyperX:
Designed to meet the most rigorous demands of gamers, overclockers, creative professionals 
and tech enthusiasts, HyperX® is the high-performance product line from Kingston Technology, 
the world’s largest independent memory manufacturer. Featuring best-in-class components that 
deliver superior speed, quality and aesthetic design for more than a decade, HyperX memory 
modules, USB Flash drives, headsets, cooling fans and SSDs put users at the top of their game. 

Nvidia:
For two decades, NVIDIA has pioneered visual computing, the art and science of computer 
graphics.

Red Bull:
Red Bull’s effects are recognized throughout the world by a variety of people such as top athletes, 
busy professionals, college students and travelers on long journeys.

Loot Crate:
Loot Crate delivers geek and gamer gear to subscribers every month.
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LolClass:
LolClass is a MMO video guide platform designed to offer gamers the best learning content on 
the web. They collaborate with the best gamers to ensure the quality of our video games and ac-
tively enhance our teaching methods to provide the best values for our users. 

Astro Gaming:
Designed by gamers for gamers, Astro Gaming provides a premium audio experience to suit 
gamers lifestyles. Astro’s award-winning headsets are designed for comfort and clear sound that 
will provide an immersive experience for those long marathons. Additions such as the MixAmp 
place the control in your hands to easily adjust and capture audio and will give you a dramatic 
advantage over the competition. 

Scuf Gaming:
Scuf Gaming, founded in 2010, is the leading provider of controllers designed to suit your 
specific needs. Designed to increase performance, reduce hand strain, and match your particular 
reflexes, Scuf has created a market filled with custom controllers to help you reach gamers reach 
full potential in a competitive atmosphere.

Over Wolf:
Overwolf adds epic overlay apps to your favorite games. Game capture, Twitch streaming, Team-
Speak overlay, in-game browser, and many smart apps.

NEEDforSEAT USA:
NEEDforSEAT USA offers ergonomic, sporty office and gaming seats from the MAXNOMIC 
chair series. Thier seats are styled like those found in racecars and are designed for long, com-
fortable use. 

HTC:
Founded in 1997, HTC built its reputation as the behind-the-scenes designer and manufacturer 
of many of the most popular OEM-branded mobile devices on the market. Since 2006, they 
have regularly introduced many critically acclaimed mobile devices under our own brand, and 
our portfolio includes smartphones and tablets powered by the Android and Windows Phone 
operating systems. 

Alienware:
Alienware powers the technology behind eSports. Alienware systems are used worldwide, from 
the desk of your favorite pro player to the grand stage at major competitive events; their systems 
are relied upon across the industry to deliver the best and most reliable gaming experience when 
a championship is at stake. 
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Marketing Ideas
Hashtag Campaigns: 
OpTic’s #GreenWall campaign demonstrated the power of a hashtag for eSports branding.  A 
consistent brand should include a consistent set of hashtags.  XP Interactive could be part of 
the creative process which comes up with relevant hashtags to match the brand and message 
of teams or companies involved in eSports.  This is particularly true for the persona’s of the 
eSports viewer.  Hashtag campaigns are grassroots, and invite the audience the engage with their 
entertainment.  This is one of the best ways to reach the eSports demographic.

Selling the Team: 
Most companies involvement in eSports is partnership based.  Many companies haven’t yet 
committed to the market.  Red Bull just took the step this past month of sponsoring OpTic.  
This could be a chance to push for other sponsorships.  Not only would sponsorship be good for 
eSports, its also good for the company.  What if a team took it one step further and added the 
brand of the company to the actual team name, such as in Nascar.  If companies bought teams, 
that would provide a platform to reach millions of viewers of a product.  At the same time, in-
creased monetary sponsorship could increase the number of eSports events.

Creative Ad Placement:
Many teams and streamers are already learning creative places for advertising, such as on score 
boards and Twitter headers.  In addition, product placement has increased over the past few 
months at the Call of Duty Championships.  

Twitch themes - One possible place which is underutilized now is Twitch themes.  Twitch video 
streams have increased in built in advertising to the stream, but there isn’t much in regards 
to the actual theme surrounding the video player.  The channels that are using the theme for 
advertising are not offering a hierarchy of information, which puts many of the ads to waste.  
Tasteful advertising on the Twitch page should be traceable in a variety of possible ways, while 
still avoiding Adblock.  XP Interactive design work could make this form of advertising viable 
and professional.

In Video Banners - Finding creative places to put advertising inside the video stream is a growing 
trend in eSports now.  The primary issue now is finding ways that it is subtle, but still noticeable.  
XP Interactive should focus on clean designs for streaming overlays that communicate the 
message of the advertisement, while not distracting heavily from the content being presented.
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